
Bulk evolution for MC@sHQ + EPOS & HADRONIZATION
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Previously: MC@sHQ + Kolb Heinz (RHIC & LHC)

(« use at your own risks »)



Organisers’ suggestion

T=0.15, 0.2, 0.25,…
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Epos model – Freeze out and hadronic afterburner
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better agreement if 
initial flow (vr=tanh(0.02 r))

Kolb Rapp (2003)

EPOS2.17V3Kolb-Heinz
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Velocity profiles (bis)

EPOS2 hotter and 
more explosive 
than Kolb-Heinz
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Hadronization

(Main ref.: PHYSICAL REVIEW C 79, 044906 (2009) )• Coalescence

• Global hadronization algorithm
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Lin et Molnar (03) et de Fries, 
Müller, Nonaka and Bass (03)

Dover

2 physical pictures for coalescence

2->1

Even for 2->1, several 
ways

C. B. Dover, U. W. Heinz, E. 
Schnedermann, and J. 
Zimanyi,
Phys. Rev. C 44, 1636 (1991).

A delta distribution 19



Coall. Prob:= Dsp x Dp

Dover vs Gossiaux (spatial)

Gaussian space  
(Gossiaux)

2.2.1 (Dover) 2.2.2 (Gossiaux)

Dover

(29)

(48)

The only difference

Particles far away can coalesce !!!
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=

(29/
48)

Then (also using normalisation)

Dover vs Gaussian (momentum)
I. Gaussian p (2.3.1)

(57)(58)

with

(60)

with

Dover (x) -Gaussian (p)

Gossiaux (x) -
Gaussian (p): 21



Dover vs Gaussian (momentum)
II Dover (2.3.2)

(63)

with

(29/
48)

Then (also using normalisation)

with

Dover (x) - Dover (p)

Gossiaux (x) - Dover(p) (our favorite)

(73)
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Calibration: section  2.4 Assuming ucell oriented along d

space momentum

4 combinations

One needs to fix the parameters (mq and xxx / d/g) 
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Calibration: section  
2.4.5 (& 2.4.3)

Assuming:  ucell oriented along dand general pQ

And Gossiaux spatial

Dover p (set II) 

Optimal wrt
hist. model

Parameters tuned such that prob b->B is = 1 through coalescence
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General (section 2.5) Assuming:  uq . d>0 (space-like surface) 

Dover spacial

with

Gossiaux spatial

After normalization

Flux factor

Fig 2 of PRC79

Depends on 3 invariant quantities
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1) mq probably too small

2) Coalescence -> « average » D meson (chemistry not taken into account)

Caviats
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Hadronization algorithm
1) For pp: use pT-frag (yD=yc and pTD=z pTc)

2) For pA or AA: 
1) Perform criteria in the fluid cell rest frame
2) When fragmentation is chosen perform the same fragmentation as in pp, staying in 

the lab frame
This allows to preserve the rapidity invariance as well as Q (ratio) =1 if no Eloss (and no 
shadowing)…(NOT SO TRIVIAL !!!) Then looking for the coal + frag case:

dND/dpT

Coal + frag (with hydro 
profile)

pp

No Eloss

Coal + frag (with hydro profile); 

Kolb Heinz LHC central profile

pT pT

QD(pT)

While boost invariance is preserved as well for boost invariant QGP (checked but not shown) 31
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Basic observables (RHIC)

Kolb Heinz hydro

Large effects from coalescence 
(especially in the RAA)… to be 
studied in a more systematic way 
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Basic observables (LHC 2.76 TeV)

EPOS2

Large effects from coalescence for 
both observables
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D, elastic, K=1.5

0-10%

D, el. + rad LPM, K=0.8
c, elastic, K=1.5
c, el. + rad LPM, K=0.8
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Back up
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Some EPOS2+MC@sHQ results at LHC

Large push from the radial flow; discrepancy unlikely to be explained
by shadowing alone. 

K values fixed at pT=10 GeV/c, x2 if reduction of dof according to 
EOS134 !  Still close to unity if rad + col 

considered

Concerns: Need to revisit the model for small p ? (Bad) consequences for 
v2 ?Main message: the models of HF energy loss and the background 
medium (including its microscopic content) are bound together
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Some EPOS2+MC@sHQ results at RHIC

Both « cocktails » (HF energy loss + background + K factor) provide a 
fair agreement with the data 

KH background EPOS background + reduction of 
dof

Coll, K=2

Rad+coll, K=1

Larger radial flow in EPOS

Main message: the models of HF energy loss and the background 
medium (including its microscopic content) are bound together

Data at larger pT would help a lot !


